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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
 
 

There is no There There 
 
 
 

by 
 
 
 

Andrew Rawlings Estep 
 

Master of Fine Arts in Visual Arts 
 

University of California, San Diego, 2011 
 

Professor Rubén Ortiz-Torres, Chair 
 

  

When I first moved to San Diego, I was a weekend guard at an art museum.  I 

noticed that the museum visitors usually followed a set path from art work to art 

work usually pausing to read either the artistʼs name and pieces title or a longer!

pause to read a longer description /interpretation of the work.  I noticed very few 

real variations to this pattern.  

 I also felt, as a transplant to Southern California, that since the built 

environment is entirely oriented towards automobiles, the experience of being a 

Californian is often one of being stuck repeating the same path, and seeing the 

landscape in the same limited way from day to day. Older roads and the visually 

apparent history that goes with them seem to be entirely replaced by the freeway  
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system, which replaces and obfuscates the older roads and in many cases is the 

original road in the area 

 This installation created a narrative about southern California, combining 

these experiences of the built environment and the paths followed by the viewer 

in a gallery space.  I decided to program the art show in a form emblematic of 

southern California, as a ride. The ride is a kind of indigenous entertainment.  

They existed before but were popularized as a form of mass entertainment 

through the Disneyland amusement park and the exposure of movies and 

television. Although this form was taken up in other locations, it is very closely 

associated with the southern California region. 





The Ride 
 There is no There There takes the form of a “dark ride” (sometimes known as a “pretzel 
ride”). Dark rides are seen most often in Amusement Parks and Worlds Fairs. The name refers to a 
ride (usually in the dark) that follows a track through a series of vignettes that may follow a narra-
tive. They are mechanized processing groups of people through a space while ensuring uniformity 
in the experience, like an automated modern factory.  
  The use of the dark ride and its set path to follow both controls the rider!s experience and 
echoes the set paths that are followed in Southern California ranging from driving a private car on 
the freeway to riding a dark ride at Disneyland.  Like the dark ride, individuals in the endless 
stream of freeway traffic experience the same landscape in a very prescribed way.  Although the 
drivers are all in their individual vehicles and going on their own prescribed route, driving the same 
paths every day they are in fact sharing the same situation and very slight variations of experience 
as every other commuter on the freeway has.  
 
The Vehicle 
 The ride vehicle is a battery powered industrial cart that was originally used in the 
SPAWAR Factory Complex in San Diego.  I purchased the cart in a near derelict state and had to 
have it mechanically refurbished. 
 The original cart is sheathed in consumer grade finishes. No permanent alterations were 
made and these false finishes cocoon the structure of original cart. The purpose of these materials 
and fabrication method is to retain the essence (and presence) of the SPAWAR cart but hide it 
under a veneer of domesticity. In this case the actual thing is there, but it is buried under various 
additions and alterations.  
 The forward view blocking large wooden shield in the front of the vehicle contains the ride 
controls, light sensor and video equipment. The front shield is partially faced with dark wood 
grained plastic Formica, like that used on entertainment consoles or older video game decks.  It is 
not wood but a simulation. The seat is plastic and lawn chair like. It sits in a field of plastic artificial 
turf spread over the battery and motor box. The sides of battery and motor box are clad in yellow 
painted metal with bare aluminum trim evoking a car-like finish. These encapsulate and form a 
façade over the original SPAWAR cart. 
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The Blue Tunnel  
 
 The first section of the ride is a long, low, straight, sky blue tunnel evoking the ideal 
weather and perceived blank slate of new Southern California suburban development. There is 
little to distract the rider from the video in this section. The ceiling is layered translucent mesh that 
creates a moiré pattern as a visual ceiling. The mesh also serves to further disguise the elevated 
passive observer pathway/observation area by reflecting the light from the centered row of 
florescent light tubes that illuminate the tunnel.This sky blue, fluorescent tube lit tunnel is a nod to 
Bruce Nauman!s 1970 architectural sculpture, “Green Light Corridor”.   
 In Nauman!s piece the walls are placed so that it is possible for the viewer to move 
between the walls down the corridor. Doing so is uncomfortable physically and mentally. At a 
point it induces feelings of claustrophobia. Are the walls moving together? Will I ever get to the 
end?  In the passage down the corridor in “There is no There There” the video monitor panel on 
the ride vehicle itself limits the riders view down the length of the tunnel.  Throughout the ride all 
directly forward vision is blocked and all of the rider!s vision is limited to peripheral.  In most other 
sections of the ride this peripheral only vision is fine because the vehicle is wildly swinging side to 
side but in this first long straight corridor the peripheral views are of blank monochrome sky blue 
walls. The walls in the ride are wider than the ride vehicle, unlike Nauman!s piece where the walls 
restrict and limit the viewer!s movement.   
 In Nauman!s “Green Light Corridor” the goal is clearly seen, the end of the restriction is 
the end of the corridor. In this blue hallway section of There is no There  There that goalof reach-
ing the end is unseen. It is as if a very large person entered the corridor just before you did and 
the only view is the back of that person and if you crane your neck you can look back and see 
where you have been. 
 Between the blue tunnel and the rotating panoramic/cycloramic painting is the elevated 
Passive Observer path. The path is elevated to look over the ride walls then it leads up and over a 
bridge crossing the track and comes down in front of the large figure. The large figure in the 
corner contains a space with a looped video. The character is a hybrid based on a combination of 
child directed fast food advertisement and a children!s television character. 
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The Big Guy 
 
 As the vehicle emerges from the blue corridor it enters a much larger and much 
more open space.  The light in this space is a warmer incandescent lighting.  There is a 
sculpture of a large crouching monster/robot in the corner. The figure is so large that 
although it is already in a 20 ft high space it is forced into a crouching position.  To 
re-enforce the sculpture!s size the passive observer route descends in this area so that 
the people who followed that route may be visible from the ride in this section as a size 
comparison. The figure is glimpsed from the ride first in a sweeping turn that immedi-
ately turns away from it and ducks under or behind the passive observer bridge leading 
down to ride level. The ride vehicle then turns back toward the sculpture for a longer 
view before it turns away to the next section.  
 
 The passive observer route descends to ride level in this section. From here the 
large figural sculpture is accessible. Inside the sculpture plays a video about a version of 
this character that blends “B” monster movies and fast food as marketed to children 
themes.  The path of the passive observer leads out the usually unused back door of the 
gallery trough a small room that has a large model of the ride in the gallery. 
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The Cyclorama 
 
The ride continues. After the large sculpture section the vehicle moves 
towards a large horizontal mirror. Right before it is struck the mirror 
moves aside and there is a semi-circular panoramic drawing of 
commercial buildings. These drawn buildings are familiar suburban 
retail structures in which the shape of the building acts as a sign.  
Through repetition the shapes of these commercial structures become 
familiar and become another sign for the company and they can stand 
as a visual cue for what to expect inside. The ride vehicle moves the 
mirrored panel in a way that doubles the image and at the midway point 
of the curve this makes the drawing into a complete and engulfing 
panoramic circle or cyclorama. The movement of the ride vehicle and 
the mirror create an artificial fully engulfing cyclorama. The vehicle 
movement through this section moves the mirror panel and resets it for 
the next pass. 
 
      

 

 

 

The painted cyclorama was a popular entertainment form just before the invention of film. 
Paintings of famous events and places painted on canvas and hung in specifically constructed 
buildings would be put on tour to different cities with interpreters. Audiences would view them 
much like later audiences would view films. It was a form of escapism and a way to experience 
the exotic.  A Star Trek Holodeck for the Victorian set.  The circular form visually places a viewer 
in the center of another place. The use of the cyclorama form in There is no There There is a 
reference to film making, the geography of California (both natural and commercially imposed) 
and formally the round form is a counter-weight to the straight corridor at the beginning of the 
ride.The painted cyclorama was a popular entertainment form just before the invention of film. 
Paintings of famous events and places painted on canvas and hung in specifically constructed 
buildings would be put on tour to different cities with interpreters. Audiences would view them 
much like later audiences would view films. It was a form of escapism and a way to experience 
the exotic.  A Star Trek Holodeck for the Victorian set.  The circular form visually places a viewer 
in the center of another place. The use of the cyclorama form in There is no There There is a 
reference to film making, the geography of California (both natural and commercially imposed) 
and formally the round form is a counter-weight to the straight corridor at the beginning of the 
ride.  
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 The ride vehicle continues with a very quick last 
glimpse of the large figure before a quick rotation and re-
emerging back to the ride!s origin point. The vehicle automati-
cally stops in the same spot because the vehicle breaks an 
infrared light beam in the track that stops power to the vehicle. 
By necessity and design dark rides in practice are a ride to 
nowhere.  They begin and end at the same point so the next 
rider can step in and begin their journey.  
 
 The ride begins and ends at the same place, making a 
loop. While the “passive observer” route takes a path through 
the installation that leads out a normally unused back door of 
the gallery.   
 
 A wavering loop bisected by a wavering line. 
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 The name “There is no There There” is of course a reference to the famous Gertrude Stein 
quotation from her book, Everybody!s Autobiography. The quotation refers to her returning to her 
childhood home in California and not recognizing it because of how much it had changed and 
been replaced.  The words in both their meaning and repetition seem to apply very much to the 
uniformity and repetition of the Suburban state. Also there is the nice subtle tone of consolation as 
if to a child, “There, there. It will be ok.”  This consolation is a feeling that the design of the suburb 
tries to fulfill in its uniform place for everything-ness.  Using this quotation as the name for an 
ambitious and elaborate ride with multiple scenes and mechanized parts that ultimately uses a 
tedious, mundane and everyday subject matter echoes as an “Emperor!s New Clothes” parable.  
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